Want to support the people of Ukraine?
Here’s how you can help

Read more at UCCA.org

**Direct Assistance**

bit.ly/UCCAaid
uuarc.org
bit.ly/UGCCaid
bit.ly/UOCUSAaid
ucca.org/ukrainematters
unitewithukraine.com

**Combat Disinformation**

There are no ‘blank checks’ sent to Ukraine. Anyone suggesting otherwise is either clueless or being purposely misleading to undermine US support

bit.ly/UAFactsFirst

**Fight Fatigue**

Voter engagement makes marginalized voices relevant both during and after elections, helping to make us part of critical public policy discussions and allowing us to weigh in on our issues.

What happens in Ukraine today, determines how the coming generations will live. Recognizing that Ukraine is our frontline of defense, today, more than ever, we must provide Ukraine all the timely assistance Ukraine needs in her fight for freedom.

#StandWithUkraine